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Biomass-to-electricity or -chemical via power-to-x can be potential flexibility means for future electrical grid
with high penetration of variable renewable power. However, biomass-to-electricity will not be dispatched
frequently and becomes less economically-beneficial due to low annual operating hours. This issue can be
addressed by integrating biomass-to-electricity and -chemical via ‘‘reversible’’ solid-oxide cell stacks to form
a triple-mode grid-balancing plant, which could flexibly switch among power generation, power storage and
power neutral (with chemical production) modes. 
Therefore, a modified business-case idnetification method including  the optimal conceptual design of such
novel biomass-based multi-mode plants is proposed.  The major task is to establish a database of optimal 
trade-off plant designs considering (1) various process options, (2) optimal heat cascade utilization, (3) optimal 
placement and sizing of steam turbine network (STN) to recover process waste heat, and (4) multiple objective 
functions. 

The figures below illustrates the generic concept of the triple-mode plant, with the processes of biomass-
to-gas via gasification, and gas-to-product. Biomass-to-syngas is expected to operate without load 
shifting, while the clean syngas produced is converted in three modes, thanks to the coordination of the  
two RSOC blocks. 
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Pretreatment
• Air drying
• Torrefraction (TOR)

Gasification
• Entrained flow gasifier (EFG)
• Fast internally circulating fluidized bed (FICFB)

Syngas cleaning & conditioning
• Cooling: quenching (QC) / radiant panels (RP)
• Tar removal: reformer (TAR) / high-temp. stage (HTS)
• Cleaning: hot (HC) / cold (CC)

Solid-oxide cell stack
• Steam electrolysis (SE)
• Co-electrolysis (CE)

Methanation
Fixed-bed 2-stage

Options for methane production

Biomass SNG

Process options considered with the stack section showing only the options for methane production.

The overall target is to identify promising future business cases for such grid-balancing plants from a set 
of well-defined case studies. In one single optimization problem, it is difficult to simultaneously consider 
the nonlinear programming for optimal conceptual plant design and the mixed-integer programming for 
optimal plant scheduling to cope with a specific imbalance profile, not even to mention the computation-
expensive supply chain optimization. Thus, a decomposition based, sequential approach is summarized 
as follows:

Trade-off designs

• Plant number & size
• Biomass needs

Pre-selected designs with 
thermodynamic performances

(4) Optimal design selection, plant sizing and scheduling (mode switching) 

(3) Plant design optimization

Imbalance profile 
to be handled

Pool of optimal plant designs

• Plant design selected
• Plant size & schedule
• Storage size & schedule
• Annual performances

(6) Target CAPEX identified for the plants employed

(7) Business case and prerequisites identification via detailed CAPEX 
evaluation under different conditions

(5) Supply chain optimization

(1) Grid flexibility need

Optimal supply cost of each plant
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Process simulations with technology specifications
• Vali: biomass-to-syngas via EFG / FICFB
• Aspen: biomass-to-syngas via PG, RSOC blocks under FC/EL modes
• Lua: steam turbine network (STN)

Multi-time heat & mass integration with utility sizing
• Sizing RSOC block A & B to establish the three modes
• Sizing STN to maximize waste-heat utilization

Constraint and objective function evaluation
• Stack temp. difference, max. oxygen utilization (FC mode), SNG purity
• PowGen eff., PowSto eff., specific cell area, CAPEX, etc.

Multi-objective solution selection
• Comparison/selection of evaluated designs 
• Generation of new design candidates

Flowsheet assembling given the technologies selected 
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The optimal conceptual plant design is performed for the EFG and FICFB process options, respectively. 
The trade-off between the efficiency and specific cell area needed to process 1 kW-LHVdb biomass is 
illustrated in the figures below for the plant designs in the design pool obtained. Each cluster represents 
a set of optimal design points for a specific process option, which differ from the design variables.

Integrated compsite curves of the design with the highest efficiency.

(4) For all three modes, the overall biomass-to-product processes are highly exothermic. It is a challenge 
to design a common heat exchanger networks to satisfy the heat transfer of all three modes.

Method of optimal conceptual plant design

(1) The increase in efficiency results in an increased cell area for a given biomass feed. There is no big 
difference (less than 5% points) in efficiency among various process options of the sametype of gasifier. 
Those with fluidized bed gasifier can realize higher efficiencies than those with entrained flow gasifier.

(3) By penalizing the syngas burnt, the optimal designs in the pool obtained has limited variation of grid 
interactions, particularly for the process options with entrained flow gasifier. However, those with 
fluidized bed gasifier allows for an enlarged ability of grid interactions.

(2) The steam turbine network plays a significant role to enhance the efficiencies of all modes by 
converting available process heat to electricity. The efficiencies of all three modes can drop by up to 
20% points if the steam turbine network is discarded.

The conceptual plant design can quickly evaluate the overall thermodynamic performances without 
considering a detailed design of the heat exchanger network (HEN). 
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